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Abstract We investigated upper crustal structure with data from a dense seismic array deployed around
Mount St. Helens for 2 weeks in the summer of 2014. Interstation cross correlations of ambient seismic noise
data from the array were obtained, and clear fundamental mode Rayleigh waves were observed between
2.5 and 5 s periods. In addition, higher-mode signals were observed around 2 s period. Frequency-time
analysis was applied to measure fundamental mode Rayleigh wave phase velocities, which were used to
invert for 2-D phase velocity maps. An azimuth-dependent traveltime correction was implemented to
mitigate potential biases introduced due to an inhomogeneous noise source distribution. Reliable phase
velocity maps were only obtained between 3 and 4 s periods due to limitations imposed by the array
aperture and higher-mode contamination. The phase velocity tomography results, which are sensitive to
structure shallower than 6 km depth, reveal an ~10–15% low-velocity anomaly centered beneath the
volcanic edifice and peripheral high-velocity anomalies that likely correspond to cooled igneous intrusions.
We suggest that the low-velocity anomaly reflects the high-porosity mixture of lava and ash deposits near
the surface of the edifice, a highly fractured magmatic conduit and hydrothermal system beneath the
volcano, and possibly a small contribution from silicate melt.

1. Introduction

Mount St. Helens (MSH) is an active basalt-through-dacite volcano located in southwest Washington State
within the Cascades magmatic arc, which is driven by subduction of the Juan de Fuca Plate beneath western
North America (Figures 1a and 1b). Volcanism at MSH has been active since ~300 ka [Clynne et al., 2008]. A
Plinian eruption occurred in May 1980 in concert with a massive landslide on the northern flank of the volca-
nic edifice [Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981]. Within the resulting summit crater, resurgent lava dome growth
occurred from 1980 to 1986 [Swanson et al., 1987]. Eruptive activity then ceased until October 2004, when
dome growth continued with extrusion of a dacite plug accompanied by abundant shallow seismicity from
2004 to 2008 [Sherrod et al., 2008;Waite et al., 2008; Thelen et al., 2008]. Since 1980, there have been a variety
of multidisciplinary studies of magmatic processes and the subsurface structure at MSH.

In the field of seismology, significant progress has been made in seismic imaging of the MSH magmatic sys-
tem with body wave traveltime tomography [e.g., Lees, 1992; Moran et al., 1999;Waite and Moran, 2009; Kiser
et al., 2016]. Waite and Moran [2009] produced high-resolution P wave velocity models for the uppermost
10 km and found evidence for major features of the magmatic system including very low velocities within
the volcanic edifice, a shallow magma reservoir at ~2–3 km below sea level, high velocities corresponding
to peripheral intrusions, and perhaps the top of a larger magma reservoir at depths greater than ~7 km.
Before 2014, most seismic studies used natural earthquake data recorded by the Pacific Northwest Seismic
Network (PNSN) and Cascades Volcano Observatory seismic networks, which consists of 12 stations within
10 km of MSH with a mix of vertical-component short-period seismographs, three-component short-period
borehole seismographs, and three-component broadband seismographs (http://www.pnsn.org).

From 2012 to 2016, the seismic data collection portion of the iMUSH (Imaging Magma Under St. Helens) pro-
ject, a collaborative project to study themagmatic system in the MSH area, was carried out. During the iMUSH
project, a variety of multiscale seismic data were obtained including the following: an active source experi-
ment with a total of 23 explosive sources and ~5000 geophone recording sites [Kiser et al., 2016], continuous
recording by 70 broadband seismographs from 2014 to 2016 [Ulberg, 2015; Crosbie, 2015], and a 2 week
deployment of 904 continuously recording geophones within 15 km of MSH [Hansen and Schmandt,
2015]. Existing products from the ongoing research project include 2-D traveltime tomography of the crust
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[Kiser et al., 2016], reflection imaging of the Moho [Hansen et al., 2016], and detection and location of local
microseismicity [Hansen and Schmandt, 2015]. New structural imaging based on the iMUSH data has so far
focused on depths greater than ~4 km. Kiser et al. [2016] found evidence for an upper crustal magma
reservoir at ~4–13 km below sea level directly beneath the MSH and a lower crustal reservoir offset to the
southeast of MSH by about 20 km. In this study, we use the 2 weeks of continuous data recorded by the
904 cable-free geophones (Figure 1c), referred to as nodes, to investigate the upper crust with ambient noise
interferometry.

Ambient noise surface wave tomography has now been widely used to image subsurface structure [e.g.,
Shapiro et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008, 2013; Ekström, 2014; Ward, 2015; Zigone et al., 2015].
The general process of determining the empirical Green’s functions from noise cross correlations and mea-
suring surface wave dispersion using frequency-time analysis is well documented [Bensen et al., 2007; Lin
et al., 2008]. While most ambient noise tomography studies use broadband seismometers to extract surface
wave signals between the microseismic period band (~6–30 s periods) for regional- to continental-scale crust
and upper mantle studies [e.g., Lin et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2008;Moschetti et al., 2010], recent studies based on
dense geophone arrays have also demonstrated the possibility to extract shorter-period surface waves for
local and shallow crustal imaging [de Ridder and Dellinger, 2011; Lin et al., 2013; Roux et al., 2016]. Apart from
surface waves, recent ambient noise studies have also demonstrated the possibility of retrieving body waves
using cross correlations [e.g., Draganov et al., 2009; Zhan et al., 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Poli et al., 2012a,
2012b; Lin et al., 2013; Nakata et al., 2015, 2016].

In this study, we performed ambient noise Rayleigh wave tomography across the iMUSH dense seismic array
in the MSH area (Figure 1c). To our knowledge, this is the first time ambient noise tomography has been
applied on a dense array with a ~25 km aperture. Moreover, instead of a roughly uniform 2-D surface grid,

Figure 1. (a) The 5 s Rayleigh wave phase velocity map of the western United States [Ekström, 2014] and the location of the
Mount St. Helens (MSH). (b) Topography of MSH and surrounding area. (c) The MSH node array. The black triangles are
MSH node array stations. The red star and red box are used in Figure 2.
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the array was deployed along available trails, which makes it impossible to use array tomography methods
such as eikonal tomography [Lin et al., 2009]. This new array geometry and scale raises some questions
regarding limitations on the applicability of ambient noise surface wave tomography. First, it is unclear if it
is possible to extract robust surface wave measurements using 10 Hz geophones on a 25 km scale. As
high-frequency surface waves tend to scatter and attenuate in short distances and instrument sensitivity
drops quickly below the corner frequency, the frequency band with useful signal, if any, is likely limited.
Second, the noise environment below the microseismic period band (<6 s) in this area is unknown.
For instance, it is unclear if the noise wavefield is mostly oceanic related. Finally, it is unknown if the noise
sources are adequately distributed at different azimuths to produce unbiased empirical Green’s functions
[Snieder, 2004].

We address the challenges mentioned above by performing careful ambient noise surface wave analyses. We
demonstrate that it is possible to extract Rayleigh wave signals between ~2.5 and 5 s periods from noise cross
correlations using a 25 km aperture 10 Hz geophone dense array but that a higher-mode signal dominates at
2 s. We also demonstrate that the seismic noise sources can be significantly unevenly distributed in this
period band such that an azimuthally dependent traveltime correction is needed to mitigate the potential
tomographic biases. Finally, we show that our Rayleigh wave phase velocity tomography results provide
new constraints to the shallow magmatic and hydrothermal system beneath the MSH.

2. Data and Method

We used continuous ambient seismic noise data recorded by 904 vertical-component short-period nodes
deployed between 18 July 2014 and 5 August 2014 near the edifice of MSH. The nodes were mostly deployed
along available trails and rural roads, and the full aperture of the array was about 25 km with ~0.3 km station
spacing (Figure 1c). Each node contains a vertical component geophone. Although the corner frequency of
the geophone is 10 Hz, Lin et al. [2013] have demonstrated that similar instruments can observe usable sig-
nals at least up to 2 s period across the Long Beach array, and the long-period limitation is mostly due to the
dense array configuration and the far-field requirement [Yao et al., 2006]. As the ~25 km aperture of the MSH
array used in this study is larger than the Long Beach array, it is possible to extend the signal extracted from
noise cross correlations to higher periods.

2.1. Noise Cross Correlation

We closely followed the method described by Lin et al. [2013] to calculate ambient noise cross correlations
between each station pair. First, the noise data were cut into 1 h segments, their spectra were whitened,
and all possible interstation cross correlations were computed. Then each 1 h cross correlation was normal-
ized by its maximum amplitude to suppress the effects of earthquakes and other coherent signals. All
available normalized cross correlations for each station pair were stacked to obtain the final interstation cross
correlation. About 0.4 million (~9042/2) cross correlations were obtained across the MSH node array.

Figure 2 shows an example record section of cross correlations between a virtual source station in the west
and all receiver stations to the east (Figure 1c). Clear energy moveout is observed on the positive time lag
between 1 and 10 s periods (Figure 2a). No clear signal is observed on the negative time lag suggesting that
the ambient noise wavefield is mostly excited by the ocean-solid earth interaction in the west [Traer et al.,
2012]. We roughly estimated the average phase velocities by measuring the slopes of the phase moveout in
Figure 2. Between 2.5 and 5 s periods (Figure 2c), a phase velocity near 2.7 km/s is observed, which is consis-
tent with the previous fundamental mode Rayleigh wave phase velocity measurements in the area obtain
through larger-scale broadband networks (Figure 1a) [Ekström, 2014]. Between 1.5 and 2.5 s periods
(Figure 2b), the observed phase moveout is significantly faster with a phase velocity near 4.2 km/s similar
to the mantle shear velocity. This observation indicates that this signal is more likely related to higher-mode
surface waves instead of fundamental Rayleigh waves. Further analysis (see section 4.3) supports this
assumption. In this study, we focused on performing tomography using the fundamental mode Rayleigh
wave phase measurements as the higher-mode signals are dominantly observed within a relatively narrow
range of azimuthal directions.

Recently, using data from the Japanese Hi-net seismic network, Takagi et al. [2015] demonstrated that a 1 s
repeating instrument noise signal, likely related to GPS timing calibration, can potentially contaminate
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ambient noise cross correlations. As the GPS calibration is coherent across the entire array, such instrument
noise will result in repeating 1 s spikes in the noise cross correlations. While we do not observe such a signal in
our single-pair cross correlations, the signal is present after stacking our cross correlations using distance bins
(Figure 3a). Similar to Takagi et al. [2015], we can also observe the instrument noise signal directly by stacking
raw noise records (Figure 3b). To mitigate the potential effect of this artificial signal, we corrected all of our
single-pair cross correlations by using a spike template constructed from the spike signals observed in our
stacked cross correlations (Figure 3a). We calculated the amplitude of the template with the assumption
that the instrument noise is station and time independent. While the process did not alter single-pair
cross correlations in a major way, it successfully removed the artificial spike signals in the stacked cross
correlation, including when band passed near 1 Hz frequency (Figures 3c and 3d). The remainder of the
paper focuses on the results from spike-removed cross correlations.

Figure 2. The record section of cross correlations calculated between a center station (red star in Figure 1) and stations on a west-east zone (red box in Figure 1). (a–c)
Results 1–10 s band passed, 1.5–2.5 s band passed, and 2.5–5 s band passed, respectively.

Figure 3. (a) Stacked cross correlations in 0.5 km distance bins without band pass. (b) Stacked 1 s raw noise data, shifted
by 0.5 s. (c) Stacked cross correlations after removing the 1 Hz spikes without band pass. (d) Same as Figure 3c but band
passed 0.8–1.2 s.
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2.2. Rayleigh Wave Phase Traveltimes

We measured the phase velocities of the Rayleigh waves between 2.5 and 5 s by automated frequency-time
analysis [Bensen et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008]. To reduce the effect of source inhomogeneity and potentially
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) particularly for those station pairs that are not aligned with the ocea-
nic direction, we averaged the positive and negative lags of the cross correlations to obtain symmetric cross
correlations. While in principle we can measure the signals on the positive and negative lags separately [e.g.,
Zigone et al., 2015], we do not expect that such a process will alter our result significantly. To evaluate the SNR
of the cross-correlation signals, we assumed a 1.6–5 km/s velocity range for Rayleigh waves. Both leading and
trailing SNRs were calculated, where the SNRs were defined as the ratio between the maximum amplitude
within the signal window to the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitudes within the noise windows. In general,
on top of random incoherent noise, the leading SNR can be affected by the presence of body waves and
higher-mode signals, while the trailing SNR can be affected by reflected/coda waves. In this study, we used

Figure 4. Phase traveltime measurements versus distance for 3, 4, and 5 s Rayleigh waves satisfying the SNR and group
velocity selection criterion (left). Blue dots are the measurements. Green dashed lines are the boundaries of phase
ambiguity correction. The measurements applied phase ambiguity correction and one-wavelength distance selection
criterion (right). The black lines fit the measurements by minimizing the misfit of traveltime. The mean and the standard
deviation of the velocity are noted in the figure.
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SNR> 4 as a criterion for both leading and trailing SNRs to select good measurements. In addition to the SNR
criterion, we also imposed a period-dependent maximum group velocity (3.0 km/s for periods <4.5 s and
3.3 km/s for periods ≥4.5 s) to separate fundamental from higher-mode Rayleigh waves. The group
velocity criterion is determined based on the predicted group velocity dispersion curve of the
fundamental Rayleigh waves from a 1-D model described in section 4.3.

Figure4showsall Rayleighwavephase traveltimemeasurementsasa functionofdistanceat3,4, and5speriods
satisfying the SNR and group velocity selection criterion. Tomitigate the potential phase traveltime biases due
to 2-π ambiguity [Lin et al., 2008],wefirst used allmeasurements to estimate a referencephase velocity for each
period.We then corrected all phase traveltimemeasurements byNperiods (N is an integer) such that the differ-
ence between the predicted and observed traveltimes is less than a half period. To only retain themost reliable
measurements, we further imposed a one-wavelength far-field selection criterion to avoid significant bias due
to near-field effects [Lin et al., 2013]. Note that the one-wavelength criterion imposed in this study is less strict
compared to the two to three wavelengths suggested in earlier broadband studies [e.g., Yao et al., 2006;
Bensen et al., 2007]. Because of the limited aperture of the dense array, selecting a stricter far-field criterion
would significantly reduce thenumberofmeasurements anddeteriorate thequality of the tomography results.

Figure 5 shows the phase velocity measurements and ray coverage maps for the 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh
waves. The ray coverage maps show that the edifice of MSH is well covered by raypaths for these three per-
iods. While phase velocities are generally slower for raypaths crossing the center of our study area for 3 and
3.5 s periods, large variations are observed for measurements with different orientations particularly at 4 s
period. We will discuss these observed spatial and azimuthal variations in detail in the following sections.
At longer periods, both the instrument response of the geophones and the array aperture limited the number
of measurements available for tomography. At shorter periods, the interference between higher-mode
Rayleigh waves made it challenging to isolate the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves (Figure 2b).

We used the 2-D tomographic method of Barmin et al. [2001] to invert for 2-D Rayleigh wave phase velocity
maps on a 0.01° × 0.01° grid. The method is derived using ray theory, and the inversion is regularized by both

Figure 5. (a–c) Rayleigh wave phase velocity measurements for 3, 3.5, and 4 s periods. (d–f) Ray coverage density maps for
3, 3.5, and 4 s periods.
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smoothing and damping parameters. The determination of the regularization parameters is somewhat
empirical. However, tests using different regularization parameters show very similar results for areas with
good data coverage. Despite the extremely high raypath density (Figure 5), we did not try to resolve
structure smaller than ~5 km, which is approximately half of the Rayleigh wave wavelength used in this study.

3. Tomography Results

Figure 6 shows the inverted Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps at 3, 3.5, and 4 s periods. A clear low-velocity
anomaly is observed at 3 s period centered beneath the MSH edifice, which is surrounded by relatively high
velocity anomalies. At 3.5 and 4 s periods, the slow anomaly gradually degrades and the shape of the anom-
aly gradually becomes east-northeast to west-southwest elongated. At 4 s, assuming 3 km/s phase velocity,
Rayleigh waves have a wavelength near 12 km. Considering the aperture of the array, almost all the measure-
ments used in the 4 s inversion are between one and two wavelengths. As traveltime measurements within a
couple wavelengths are very sensitive to the heterogeneous distribution of noise sources [Yao and van der
Hilst, 2009], the elongated anomaly may be an artifact due to unaccounted biases of seismic interferometry.

To evaluate and mitigate the potential biases due to inhomogeneous noise source distribution, we analyzed
the residual traveltime distribution using back azimuth and distance for 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh waves. The
residuals were calculated based on a constant reference velocity. As the biases could already affect the
inverted tomography maps, the residuals after inversion would not reflect the true bias. For the three periods
of interest, the azimuthal and distance bin-averaged residual distributions are summarized in Figures 7a–7c.
The residual distribution is symmetric across 180° rotation as all measurements are from the symmetric
components of the cross correlations. The residual distribution is clearly azimuthally dependent, where sys-
tematic positive traveltime residuals (slower than predicted) are observed in the east-northeast to west-
southwest direction similar to the elongated slow anomaly observed in our 3.5 and 4 s tomography maps
(Figures 6b and 6c).

To confirm the relationship between the residual distribution and noise source distribution, we performed
azimuthal and slowness beamforming [e.g., Harmon et al., 2008] to determine the propagation intensity of
the noise wavefield in different directions at 2, 3, and 4 s periods (Figures 7d–7f). To perform time domain
beamforming, for each 1° back azimuthal bin and each assume slowness, we first stacked all available cross
correlations corrected by the predicted traveltime. The stacked cross correlation is then normalized by the
number of cross correlations before the maximum amplitude is taken as the beam intensity. We used all of
our nonsymmetric cross correlations for beamforming so that the true propagation direction can be evalu-
ated. At all three periods, strong signals coming from the west-southwest direction are observed

Figure 6. (a–c) The 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps. Black triangles represent seismic stations. Contours enclose the region with >20/grid
ray coverage.
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suggesting that the dominant noise signals are likely related to the interaction between the Pacific Ocean
and the Oregon coastline. At 2 s, both Rayleigh wave and higher-mode signals can be identified where the
higher-mode signal with slowness <0.3 s/km is significantly stronger. This is consistent with the cross-
correlation record section shown earlier (Figure 2) and again explains why it is difficult to obtain good
Rayleigh wave measurements below 3 s period. At longer periods, the higher-mode signal gradually
reduces in strength and the Rayleigh wave becomes the dominant signal.

The clear correlation between the traveltime residual distribution and beamforming results (Figure 7) indi-
cates that the azimuthal traveltime bias is due to inhomogeneous source distribution. When a raypath is par-
allel to the dominant noise propagation direction, the phase traveltime measurement is expected to be
slower than its theoretical value [Lin et al., 2008; Yao and van der Hilst, 2009]. This is because the time interval
is longest for a wave propagating through two stations when the wave propagation direction is parallel to the
raypath. To construct the exact Green’s function, homogeneous source distribution is required particularly
within the constructive interference areas [Snieder, 2004]. When the sources are only presented along the
extended line connecting the two stations, the cross correlation will have a π/4 phase delay compared to
when noise sources are homogeneously distributed [Lin et al., 2008].

To remove this apparent noise source bias, we empirically determined the trend of the azimuthally depen-
dent bias. For each 20° azimuthal bin, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the mean of all
traveltime residuals (Figure 8). We then determined a traveltime correction function f for each period using
least squares fitting. Here we used a Fourier expansion with up to 90° periodicity

f θð Þ ¼ aþ b cos 2θð Þ þ c sin 2θð Þ þ d cos 4θð Þ þ e sin 4θð Þ; (1)

where a, b, c, d, and e are expansion coefficients and θ is the back azimuth. We ignored the odd θ terms due to
the 180° symmetry of the traveltime residual.

Figure 7. (a–c) Back azimuth versus distance (0–25 km) plots of residual distributions for 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave measurements. (d–e) Back azimuth versus
phase slowness plots of beamforming of all the cross correlations for 2, 3, and 4 s periods. Slowness is the radial distance on the polar plots from 0 to 0.6 s/km.
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We applied the azimuthal correction function to all of our traveltime measurements and then performed
another round of tomography inversion (Figures 9a–9c). Compared to the results without azimuthal correc-
tion, the apparent elongation of the slow anomaly in the west-southwest to east-northeast direction at 3.5
and 4 s periods is suppressed. The low-velocity anomaly beneath the MSH crater observed at all three periods
correlates well with the volcano edifice and the most active seismicity area (Figure 9d). Notice that one of the
drawbacks of the azimuthal correction is that we can no longer investigate azimuthal anisotropy with the
traveltime measurements.

To evaluate the tomography result quantitatively, Figure 10 shows the traveltime residual distribution before
(left column) and after the inversion without (middle column) or with (right column) azimuthal correction.
About 40–50% variance reduction is achieved at the three periods after the inversion where the standard
deviation (SD) traveltime residual reduced from ~0.3 s to ~0.17 s. Supporting information Figure S1 shows
the residual reduction for all raypaths. The overall residual only improves slightly for inversion after the azi-
muthal correction suggesting that azimuthal biases are not the dominant source of traveltime variance.
The 0.17 s residual is about one twentieth of a period for the periods that we are interested in and may be
close to the fundamental uncertainty of our phase traveltime measurements. To avoid the effect of obvious

Figure 8. Traveltime residuals versus back azimuth for 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave measurements. The mean values of the residuals and standard deviations of the
mean (enlarged by 5 times) in 20° bins are shown with stars and error bars. The red curves represent the best fitting curves based on equation (1).

Figure 9. (a–c) The 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps after azimuthal correction. Black triangles represent seismic stations. Contours enclose the
region with >20/grid ray coverage. (d) The earthquake density map at MSH area, showing M > 0 earthquakes at <5 km depth from 2009 to 2016 cataloged by
the PNSN (www.pnsn.org).
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outliers affecting our tomography result, we removed all traveltimemeasurements with residuals outside of 2
SD after inversion. We then performed a second tomography inversion. No noticeable difference was
observed between the results of the first and second iterations.

4. Discussion
4.1. Depth Sensitivity

To evaluate the depth sensitivity of our phase velocity maps, we calculated the depth Vs sensitivity kernels of
3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh waves based on the 1-D P and S wave velocity model from the active source study at

Figure 10. Traveltime residual distributions of 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave measurements. (left column) Residuals based
on reference constant velocities. (middle column) Residuals based on tomography maps without azimuthal correction
(Figure 6). (right column) Residuals based on tomography maps applied azimuthal correction (Figure 9).
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MSH [Kiser et al., 2016]. The density was determined by an empirical relationship between density and Pwave
velocity [Brocher, 2005]. We slightly modified the 1-Dmodel by removing all shallow structure above sea level
because the modifiedmodel better predicts the observed averaged Rayleigh wave dispersionmeasurements
(Figure 11). The Vs sensitivity kernels were constructed by numerically calculating the partial derivative of the
predicted phase velocity with respect to Vsmodel perturbation at different depths. While both Vp and density
can also affect Rayleigh wave phase velocities, the sensitivity is considerably smaller. The sensitivity kernels of
the Rayleigh waves (Figure 11c) show that 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh wave tomography maps (Figure 9) have
peak sensitivity to subsurface structure at ~3, ~3.5, and ~4 km depths, respectively, and some sensitivity to
the top 1 km structure. Average elevation of the array is ~1 km, so the peak sensitivity depths correspond
to 2–3 km below sea level and most of the sensitivity is above ~5 km below sea level.

4.2. Volcanic Structure

Given the relatively shallow depth sensitivity, it is unlikely that the low-velocity anomaly imaged beneath the
volcanic edifice is a manifestation of themainmagma reservoir for the 1980 eruption, which is expected to be
deeper than ~5 km based on petrology, seismicity, and surface deformation following the 1980 eruption, and
a recently imaged high Vp/Vs volume [Pallister et al., 2008; Scandone and Malone, 1985; Kiser et al., 2016]. The
depth resolution of the new Rayleigh wave results is quite limited, but the decrease in amplitude of the
low-velocity anomaly from 3 to 4 s suggests that the low-velocity structure is prominent above ~3 km
below sea level and fading by 4–5 km depth. Local earthquake Vp tomography of Waite and Moran
[2009] found evidence for a small low-velocity anomaly at ~1–3 km depth, which overlaps with but is more
compact than the area of low 3–4 s Rayleigh wave phase velocities. Dacites from the 2004 eruption indicate
that magma may have been temporarily staged at such shallow depths [Rutherford and Devine, 2008], and
groundmass phenocrysts from the late stages of the 1980 eruption are consistent with some melt staging
at similarly shallow depths [Cashman, 1992]. Additionally, there is evidence consistent with modest post-
2008magma recharge as the cause of rotated fault plane solutions [Moran et al., 2014]. However, the compact,
~2 km in depth and ~3 kmwidth, ~3–5% low Vp anomaly imaged byWaite and Moran [2009] is an insufficient
explanation for the larger area of ~10–15% low Rayleigh wave phase velocity anomaly (Figure 9).

We suggest that the low phase velocities of ~2.3–2.7 km/s beneath the edifice (Figure 9) represent a relatively
high porosity volume beneath the edifice due to the mixtures of lava and ash deposits near the surface and

Figure 11. (a) The modified 1-D velocity model. (b) Predicted dispersion curves of the fundamental Rayleigh wave (blue)
and the first higher mode (red). Black triangles are phase velocity measurements of the Rayleigh wave (Figure 4). Black
crosses are the phase velocity measurements of the higher mode (Figure 13). Error bars are standard deviations of the
velocity measurements. (c) The shear velocity sensitivity kernels of 3, 3.5, and 4 s Rayleigh waves.
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the magmatic conduit and surrounding hydrothermal system. Near-surface velocities of volcanic edifices are
known to be composed of highly fragmented lava and pyroclastic material and could have very low seismic
velocities [Brenguier et al., 2007;Masterlark et al., 2010;Mordret et al., 2015]. The presence of the hydrothermal
system connected to the surface [Bedrosian et al., 2007] also supports a high-porosity near-surface layer that
could dramatically reduce shear velocities. Despite the weaker sensitivity near the surface (Figure 11), an
~50% velocity reduction in the top 1 km can potentially explain our tomographic observation (Figure 12).

Due to the poor depth resolution associated with our narrowband measurements, we cannot rule out the
possibility of a contribution from a low-velocity anomaly between ~1.5–4 km depth (Figure 12). However,
the concentration of <5 km deep earthquakes in the center of the low-velocity anomaly (Figure 9d)
[Musumeci et al., 2002; Waite and Moran, 2009; Hansen and Schmandt, 2015] indicates that rocks in this
volume are capable of brittle failure and probably are not in the middle of a major reservoir of silicate melt.
A small volume of silicate melt storage may exist adjacent to the vertical column of seismicity [Waite and
Moran, 2009]. More spatially extensive contributions to the low-velocity anomaly could come from a highly
fractured region beneath the volcanic edifice owing to stress reorganization above the >5 km deep volume
fromwhichmagmawas extracted during the 1980 eruption [Scandone andMalone, 1985; Pallister et al., 2008].
Within this volume a deeper hydrothermal system driven by the ≥5 km magma reservoir may exist with lim-
ited connectivity to the near-surface system provided by continual fracturing within the subvertical column
of upper crustal seismicity [e.g., Hurwitz et al., 2003]. Explanation of the low phase velocity anomaly with a
volume of high porosity, only a small subset of which is filled by silicate melt, would also be consistent with
P wave attenuation tomography that shows a volume of high attenuation in the uppermost ~3–5 km
beneath the edifice [De Siena et al., 2014].

The relatively high velocities in the 3–4 s phase velocity maps surrounding the edifice (Figure 9) are ~3.0–
3.4 km/s, which is similar to slightly longer period, 5 s, phase velocities along the Cascadia arc imaged with

Figure 12. (a) Solid lines: the 1-D reference model shown in Figure 11a; dashed lines: the model 2 with a low-velocity layer
at 1.5–4 km depth; and dotted lines: the model 3 with a low-velocity layer at top 1 km depth. (b) Predicted dispersion
curves of the fundamental Rayleigh wave based on the referencemodel (blue solid line), model 2 (red dash line), andmodel
3 (green dotted line) shown in Figure 12a. Black triangles represent phase velocity tomography measurements at the
center of MSH edifice for 3, 3.5, and 4 s periods.
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the 70 km spacing Transportable Array (Figure 1a) [Ekström, 2014]. Partially exhumed primarily Miocene age
plutons on the north side of MSH are constrained by field mapping and aeromagnetic surveys [Finn and
Williams, 1987; Evarts et al., 1987]. The high-velocity area northwest of MSH was similarly imaged with local
earthquake Vp tomography [Waite and Moran, 2009; Lees, 1992] and corresponds well with the inferred
extent of the Spud Mountain pluton [Finn and Williams, 1987]. However, the full extent of the Spirit Lake
pluton northeast of MSH [Evarts et al., 1987] is not clearly expressed as a high-velocity feature in our phase
velocity maps or prior Vp tomography [Waite and Moran, 2009]. Williams et al. [1987] also infer a shallowly
buried intrusion beneath and south of MSH based on gravity data, but its boundaries are more uncertain.
In general, we suggest that the higher velocities peripheral to the edifice, which are similar to regional-
scale phase velocities, reflect greater proportions of low-porosity intrusive rocks in the upper crust which
are not part of the active magmatic and hydrothermal system beneath the MSH.

Figure 13. Phase traveltime measurements versus distance for 1.5, 2, and 2.5 s higher-mode signals satisfying the SNR and
group velocity selection criterion (left). Blue dots are the measurements. Green dashed lines are the boundaries of phase
ambiguity correction. The measurements applied phase ambiguity correction and one-wavelength distance selection
criterion (right). The black lines fit the measurements by minimizing the misfit of traveltime. The mean and the standard
deviation of the velocity are noted in the figure.
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Upper crustal imaging of different volcanoes with ambient noise surface wave tomography shows a variety of
results, but multiple subduction zone volcanoes have upper crustal (<5 km) low-velocity anomalies directly
beneath their edifices. Using short-period surface waves from a sparser array at Uturuncu volcano in the
Andes, Jay et al. [2012] found a similar low-velocity anomaly in the shallow crust beneath the volcanic edifice
that overlaps with the most seismically active volume. Given the distribution of seismicity and evidence for
magma storage at greater depths beneath Uturuncu, they interpreted the low-velocity anomaly to primarily
represent a highly fractured volume containing the magma conduit and hydrothermal systems beneath the
edifice. Similar results were also obtained with ambient noise surface wave tomography from a sparse array
at Okmok volcano in the Aleutian Arc, where a shallow crustal low-velocity anomaly was interpreted as a
combination of caldera fill underlain by a fractured magmatic conduit system [Masterlark et al., 2010].
However, not all active volcanic edifices are underlain by areas of low upper crustal velocities. For example,
in an active and primarily basaltic shield system at Piton de la Fournaise in the western Indian Ocean, surface
wave tomography imaged a vertically elongated volume of relatively high velocities in the uppermost ~2 km
beneath the summit [Brenguier et al., 2007].

4.3. Higher-Mode Signal

While imaging subsurface structure with the higher-velocity signals we observed at ~2 s period is beyond the
scope of this study, we tried to evaluate if the signals are higher-mode surface waves or body waves using
two approaches. In the first approach, we analyzed the relationship between phase velocity and period to
determine if the signal is dispersive, which would be a clear indication of higher-mode surface waves as body
waves are expected to be nondispersive. In the second approach, for a single period, we determined if
the observed velocity changes as a function of distance. As body waves with longer paths tend to penetrate
deeper, velocity is expected to increase with distance. Phase velocity of higher-mode surface waves, on the
other hand, should not depend on distance.

Figure 13 shows all higher-mode phase traveltime measurements as a function of distance at 1.5, 2, and 2.5 s
periods satisfying the SNR and group velocity selection criterion. A one-wavelength far-field selection criter-
ion is imposed, and 2-π ambiguity is corrected in the same way as performed for fundamental mode Rayleigh
waves (discussed in section 2). A gradual increase of phase velocity with period is observed, indicating that
the signal is dispersive and hence a higher-mode surface wave origin is likely. Figure 14 shows the relation-
ship between 2 s phase traveltime, velocity, and distance based on stacked cross correlations with different
distance bins (Figure 3c). The velocity of the ~2 s period signal does not vary with distance, which is also con-
sistent with a higher-mode surface wave rather than a refracted body wave.

The higher-mode signal could potentially be used for tomography and is likely sensitive to deeper velocity
structure than the fundamental Rayleigh waves. However, the observed higher-mode phase velocities are

Figure 14. (a) Traveltime measurements of stacked cross correlations band passed around 2 s period (Figure 14c). Blue dots are traveltime measurements. Green
dashed lines show the boundaries of phase ambiguity correction. The red lines fit the blue dots by minimizing the misfit of traveltime. The mean and standard
deviation of the fitted velocity are shown. (b) Same data set as Figure 14a but uses phase velocity instead of traveltime as y axis. Both Figures 14a and 14b show that
the phase velocities do not have significant variation with distance, which indicates that this signal is not body wave. (c) Stacked cross correlations in 0.5 km distance
bins band passed between 1.5 and 2.5 s.
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considerably higher than the predicted first higher-mode phase velocities based on the 1-D reference
model (section 4.1 and Figure 11b). Consequently, it is hard to determine the order of the higher mode
or its depth sensitivity. Moreover, based on our beamforming analysis (Figure 7d), the noise source
distribution of higher mode can be extremely uneven which means that not only good SNR
measurements are limited to a particular narrow back azimuthal range but also the phase velocity
measurements can be significantly biased. In light of these uncertainties we did not pursue tomography
with the higher-mode signal in this study.

4.4. Topography Effect

Despite the prominent surface topography near MSH, the 2-D tomographic method we applied [Barmin et al.,
2001] does not consider the topography in the calculation of surface wave traveltimes. While a more sophis-
ticated tomography method [e.g., Koulakov et al., 2016] that takes the topography variation into account can
potentially be applied, we do not think that topography significantly affects our results. To demonstrate that,
we investigate the potential velocity bias due to topography with lateral scales larger than 5 km, assuming
that smaller-scale variations will have aminimal effect on the 3–4 s Rayleigh waves (~10 kmwavelength) used
in this study.

Here we consider the extreme case where Rayleigh waves propagate along the exact surface boundary.
Because surface topography will increase the raypath distance, the traveltime is expected to increase relative
to a flat topography model. In that case, our tomography inversion will erroneously map such traveltime
deviations into slow anomalies right beneath the areas with the greatest topographic relief. To quantify
the potential effects, we chose an east-west cross section cutting through the center of MSH. (Figure 15)
and calculate the length difference between a raypath following the topography and another one following
a flat surface. The length of the raypath along the flat surface is about 3.2% shorter compared to the raypath
along the smoothed topography. This provides an upper bound of the potential slow anomaly bias intro-
duced by topography as long-wavelength Rayleigh waves will not necessarily follow the topography comple-
tely and the topography variation can also introduce body wave scattering that arrives earlier. We note that
the ~3% bias is significantly smaller compared to the ~20% velocity contrast between slow and fast velocity
anomalies observed in our tomography (Figure 9), suggesting that even in the extreme case of a path that
traverses the summit crater of MSH, the topographic effects on traveltimes can contribute only a small frac-
tion of the imaged velocity anomalies.

5. Conclusions

Ambient noise Rayleigh wave tomography results have revealed a low-velocity anomaly at shallower than
5 km below sea level beneath the MSH, which we interpret as a shallow high-porosity and fluid-rich volume
beneath the volcanic edifice. A small fraction of this volumemay contain silicate partial melt, but owing to the
abundance of shallow seismicity and lack of supporting evidence for a large magma reservoir at such shallow
depths, we suggest that much of the pore space in this volume is filled with hydrothermal fluids rather than
silicate melt. This study has shown that the ambient noise tomography method can be performed to invert

Figure 15. The topography cross section along 46.2°N in our study area (Figure 1c). The vertical exaggeration factor is
about 4.5. The blue line shows the real topography, and the red line shows the smoothed topography. The two green
dashed lines indicate the segment of the raypath we calculated.
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for Rayleigh wave phase velocities across a dense but irregularly distributed seismic array with a short record-
ing time. The intrinsic phase ambiguity problem of phase velocity measurements can be solved with a large
number of traveltime measurements despite the lack of a detailed reference velocity model. The challenge
posed by the inhomogeneous noise source distribution during the short duration of the experiment system-
atically biases the Rayleigh wave phase traveltime measurements, but it can be addressed with a correction
function based on the azimuthal distribution of traveltime residuals. Finally, we have shown a feasible way to
distinguish between higher-mode and body wave signals without particle motion information, which is
important for large arrays of vertical component geophones.
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